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Executive Summary
In order to establish what volunteers and garden
participants have learned, it is necessary to
utilize various frameworks that help determine
what employability skills and literacy
competencies are comprised in everyday tasks.
There is a considerable body of work to consider
and this project has endeavoured to select the
most suitable and relevant for this purpose
without discounting other valuable resources.
The framework of this document credits the use
of existing definitions and inventories of skills
abilities as credited and in so much, represents
a meshing of local opportunity and provincial
or federal structures from various agencies.

The Durham Workforce Authority (DWA) has
worked for several years with various community
partners to establish connections between
individual skills acquisition and labour market
participation in the Durham Region population.
With recent developments nationally and
internationally to accredit skills and aptitudes
through “badging” and “micro credentialing”,
DWA has become interested in investigating
how individuals in the local community can
obtain informal credit for the things they have
learned in literacy programs and in their daily
life, and how these learnings can be articulated
to potential employers or leveraged on resumes.
Looking to the local community, DWA established
a partnership with We Grow Food (WGF) in
order to articulate how the types of skills one
learns while participating as a volunteer in a
neighbourhood garden can be linked to essential
and basic skills markers, articulated on a resume
or job application and subsequently presented to
an employer in a manner that successfully links
lived experience to paid employment. While this
may approximate badging and micro credentials,
this project is intended as only a preliminary
first step towards aligning gardening skills
acquisition with more formal skills accreditation.

During the pandemic, it has been necessary
to adapt this project and its planned activities
in order to accommodate the need for social
distancing and periodic shutdowns of community
agencies. This has not been determined as a
significant compromise to the original intent
of this initiative but certainly required an
adjustment in its deployment. To accommodate
for this, future recommendations to leverage this
project have been developed and are included.
The final result of this project is an articulation
of the employment and literacy (or essential)
skills that volunteers develop through their
participation in a neighbourhood garden aligned
with existing skills definitions as developed by
Futureworx, the Conference Board of Canada
and the Ontario Ministry of Labour, Training and
Skills Development. The intent of this linkage is
as an exemplar rather than definitive in nature
and certainly can be expanded beyond the
skills noted during the life cycle of this project.
It is hoped that Literacy & Basic Skills and
Employment Service agencies in the region will
use this work to assist their clients in attributing
learning and aptitude to their personal interests
or experiences.

The skills that were noted in this project were
so established through a variety of research
methods: interviewing, literature reviews and
direct observation of WGF participants at work
in a North Oshawa garden. The materials created
were informally shared with literacy program
and WGF staff to validate the findings. It is
anticipated that this document will be updated
and refined over time as future opportunity
arises to add other gardening tasks to the
framework.
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Introduction to Micro Skills Project
The Durham Workforce Authority (DWA) is a community-based not for profit funded by the Ministry
of Labour, Training and Skills Development to provide reliable research focused on local labour market
information (LMI). The DWA works with community stakeholders from business, labour, education and
training, community services and municipal, provincial and federal governments. These relationships
have resulted in deep ties with the local Durham Region community and include ongoing partnership with
the Literacy Network of Durham Region (LiNDR) and We Grow Food (WGF). These two agencies are key
participants in a micro-skills mapping initiative spearheaded by DWA through its annual business planning
process as a deliverable for the 2020/2021 fiscal year.
The DWA proposed to undertake a micro-skills mapping project that endeavored to articulate the
employability and essential skills activities completed by community volunteers in the region who
participate in the We Grow Food urban farming program. We Grow Food builds connections in a
supportive approach to life stabilization activities as well as to diminish social isolation and loneliness.
Individuals who participate in the urban farming program obtain skills that can assist them in obtaining
or retaining attachment to the labour force and remove the barrier of social isolation that can itself be
an employment barrier. Assisting participants to understand and value the skills obtained through WGF
participation can help direct participants to employment outcomes. In this project, these employability
skills gained through WGF will be mapped and articulated according to several frameworks including the
Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework (OALCF). The OALCF guides Literacy & Basic Skills (LBS)
delivery in the province. The end product of this initiative will be this report which contextualizes and
articulates the employability and essential skills in a volunteer environment according to discreet skills
and competencies aligned with various suitable frameworks and foundation documents. It is anticipated
that this project will also meet the objectives of guiding future LBS curriculum design, amplified microskills mapping of other related sectors and additional research on existing skills building activities
obtained through volunteer work in Durham Region.
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Introduction to We Grow Food
We Grow Food (WGF) was incepted in 2013 in order to establish a neighbourhood garden that would
address food insecurity in marginalized neighbourhoods in Oshawa. It has grown into an agency that
now manages six community gardens as well as contributing to 35 private gardens and promoting
and facilitating education about food growth and sustainability in urban. In 2019, WGF harvested over
25,000 lbs of food all of which was donated to community members.
The core values of WGF are comprised
of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Neighbourhood gardens differ from community
gardens in the following distinction defined by
WGF. Community gardens are traditionally
individual allotments. Each community member
has their own space that they plant, maintain
and harvest on a plot of publicly designated
space. We Grow Food wanted to have gardens
that were completely neighbourhood based.
This means volunteers and community members
learn, plant, maintain, harvest and share
together. The food that is grown at We Grow
Food is distributed to volunteers and members
of the community to address food security issues
in the Durham Region, hence is a neighbourhood
rather than community garden.

Contributes to a resilient local food
system by growing fresh produce that
is accessible to all.
Creates inclusive communities where
everyone’s voice, gift, skill and talent
is important.
Believes in full-circle giving where
everyone has the dignity to give
and receive.
Promotes “no waste” & “enoughness”
as guiding principles
Values life-long, hands-on learning
partnered with community involvement. 1

1

We Grow Food. (2020). About the Organization. https://wegrowfood490377067.wordpress.com/about/
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Overview of Employability Skills
Employability skills have been articulated by a variety of agencies and organizations. Employability skills,
also known as “soft skills”, are those characteristics, attitudes and habits that are the foundation of
successful participation in the workforce. There are several credible sources for employability skills
which include curriculum, workshops, definitions and research, the scope of which being too broad
to list exhaustively. For the purposes of this document, several sources have been considered for
both definition and articulation – those belonging to Futureworx, the Government of Canada and the
Conference Board of Canada. There are nuances to each that, when combined, offer a fulsome view
of the complexity and range of employability related skills sets and competencies. Some of these
employability skills overlap with those articulated in the Literacy and Basic Skills sectors and are
noted as such in the working document.

Employability Skills Sources:
Futureworx is an organization
situated in Nova Scotia whose
purpose is to provide the skills
needed for success in work,
school and life. They provide
a range of interventions
that include employment,
education and training
programs as well as
customized services to
businesses and corporations.
The scope of their work
is Canada-wide and
international 2. More
information on their definition
of employability skills can be
found on their website:

Employment and Social
Development Canada
has, through its mandate,
identified Essentials Skills
required to learn and enable
people to prepare for, obtain
and retain employment.
These same skills also are
integral in adapting and
succeeding in a changing
workplace. These skills include
those that are taught in
literacy programs 3.
https://www.canada.ca/en/e
mployment-socialdevelopment/programs/essen
tial-skills/definitions.html

The Conference Board of
Canada is an independent
applied research organization
that focuses on a wide variety
of Canadian topics that
include economics, human
resources, inclusion,
education and innovation. 4
https://www.conferenceboar
d.ca

https://futureworx.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/9skills-of-esat.pdf

2

Futureworx. (2021). Home Page. https://futureworx.ca

3

Government of Canada; Employment and Social Development Canada. (2021) Understanding Essential Skills.
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/essential-skills/definitions.html

4

Conference Board of Canada. (2021). Home Page. https://www.conferenceboard.ca
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Overview of LBS OALCF
The Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) program is funded by the Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills
Development to provide communication, math and computer competencies to adults in Ontario who
lack essential and foundation skills. The program delivery curriculum that is aligned with the Ontario Adult
Literacy Curriculum Framework (OALCF) which is an articulation of how skills align with three levels
of achievement and complexity according to a variety of subsets or categories of learning activities.
Learners are streamed to educational outcomes that comprise five key areas: employment, postsecondary education, secondary school, independence and apprenticeship. For the purposes of this
initiative, learners who are in the employment learning objective stream are a key focus. It is intended
that the skills mapping articulated to the OALCF will assist LBS programs and learners to a) identify key
skills learned through neighbourhood garden participation that can be articulated as employment and
learning achievements and b) guide the future development of LBS curriculum units related to
neighbourhood garden participation.
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Project Methodology
complexity and competency as well as various
interpretations of employability skills and
research gleaned from similar jurisdictions.
LiNDR then conducted an observational study in
late August at the We Grow Food (WGF) site on
Simcoe Street North in Oshawa that included key
informant interviews with staff and ethnographic
observation of garden participant volunteers.
This information was used to identify broad
intersections between LBS and employment
activities and competencies in the context of
a range of gardening skills exemplified at the
WGF location.

This project was conceptualized and proposed
prior to the COVID 19 pandemic of 2020/2021.
To this end, the methodology was adapted
to accommodate the unprecedented social
implications of a global pandemic. Initially, it was
anticipated that the research into employability
and essential skills utilized at We Grow Food
would include extensive interviewing and
ethnographic observation of garden volunteers
over an expansive period of time. Furthermore,
it was proposed that the project would work
with volunteer garden participants to more
clearly link their individual experiences,
anecdotal feedback and skills development to
the project’s outcomes. This would have resulted
in participants potentially receiving external
acknowledgement by the project team of their
skills acquisition. This would have required the
researcher and project staff to interact with
garden participants in a close physical manner
over several months which was not possible
during the time of this initiative. Instead, the
project team conducted one ethnographic
observation of participants at a suitable social
distance and completed one interview with the
garden coordinators. It is regrettable that the
original scope of the project was disrupted
however the project results will still provide the
community with a more thorough understanding
of the employability and essential skills that
are developed through community and
neighbourhood garden activities. Future
research efforts are planned to address the
original scope and goal of the proposed project
and will be planned for a post-pandemic
timeframe.

Once tasks were aligned with OALCF, Futureworx
and Conference Board of Canada markers, this
information was compared and contrasted with
other LBS curricular materials developed across
Ontario as related to gardening and community /
neighbourhood garden participation.
Namely, this included “Recognizing Life’s Work”,
a curriculum document developed by QUILL
Learning Network in 2014. This allowed for
additional unobserved tasks that contained
general applicability to be included in the
mapping exercise as well as providing a sample
curriculum task for LBS learners associated
with garden activities.
Once the alignment was complete, this material
was validated through discussion and resource
sharing with the LBS providers in Durham Region.
Specifically, the committee was comprised of
Durham Catholic District School Board, Durham
College, Durham Deaf Services, Durham District
School Board, John Howard Society Durham and
the Literacy Council of Durham Region. Feedback
from committee members resulted in
addendums, corrections and adjustments.

In order to determine how neighbourhood
gardening tasks are aligned with LBS and
employability skills, as mentioned above, the
Literacy Network of Durham Region (LiNDR)
conducted several adapted research activities.
These included a thorough review of OALCF
learning activity descriptions including

Final reporting was also validated through
Durham Workforce Authority order to ensure
veracity and accuracy as well as consistency
with the intended purpose of this project.
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Description of We Grow Food (WGF) Participant Activities
WGF operates six sites in Durham Region across two acres of property and utilizes volunteers to carry out
a wide variety of gardening tasks. A general overview of these activities are found in the table below as
organized by sample gardening tasks and various related domain tasks exemplars.

Gardening

Employability Skills

Reading

Writing

Math

Planning

Motivation

Instructions

Log Book

Recipes

Seeding

Accountability/Responsibility

Memos

Journaling

Budgets

Weeding

Attitude/Positive Attitude

Drawings

Instructions

Quantities

Harvesting

Time Management

Log Book

Drawings

Measurements

Composting

Stress Management

Health & Safety

Email

Estimation

Soil Quality

Presentation

Schematics/Plans

Texts

Organic Practice

Adaptability

Text Messages

Cultivating

Confidence

Schedules

Cooking

Communication

Website

Recipes

Management Information

Flyers

Distribution

Use Numbers

Magazines

Think and Solve Problems

Books

Adaptability
Continuous Learning
Safe Work
Teamwork/Work With Others
Participation
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Intersection of Employability Skills as
Related to We Grow Food (WGF) Activities
The following definitions have been derived and adapted from Futureworx’s Employability Skills
Assessment Tool 5 and the Conference Board of Canada’s Employability Skills Website 6.

Employability Skill

5

Skill Description

WGF Context

Motivation

Setting personal standards of
achievement. The desire to be
a good volunteer or worker.
Being willing to make an effort
to do things well and exceed
expectations. Setting and
achieving personal performance
goals. Showing initiative and
being self-directed.

Participants must show up for
their volunteer shift. Volunteer
participants have tasks assigned
which require them to show
motivation, perseverance and
self-direction.

Accountability / Responsibility

Being able to admit mistakes
and learning from them.
Accepting personal
responsibility. Being receptive
to constructive criticism and
feedback. Monitoring one’s
own work without supervision.
Having an ethical, honest work
approach towards tasks and
co-workers.

Volunteer participants
work under the guidance of
coordinators. They have tasks
and volunteer requirements
they are responsible for
completing and participating in.
All volunteers are bound by a
code of conduct and health
and safety requirements.

Attitude / Positive Attitude

Expressing suitable feelings
about work or other people.
Showing feelings through
appropriate verbal and
behavioural cues. Focus on
how feelings are expressed.

In order to participate in a group
setting, positive attitudinal
qualities are requisite to have
a successful garden operation.

Futureworx. (2020). Employment Skills Assessment Tool. https://futureworx.ca/employability-skills-assessment-tool/

6

The Conference Board of Canada. (2020). Centre for Skills and Post-Secondary Education; Employability Skills.
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/edu/employability-skills.aspx
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Time Management

Setting and following priorities
and schedules. Taking
appropriate breaks. Arriving and
leaving on time. Staying on task.
Being efficient and planning
one’s time.

Scheduled shifts guide volunteer
participation. Gardening is
pursuant to time / calendar /
season-related tasks such as
watering, planting and reaping.

Stress Management

Managing work stress so that
it doesn’t affect performance
or relationships with others.
Keeping personal stress from
impacting work or volunteering.
Seeking help for stress when
suitable.

Strategies for self-care and
stress management are
key aspects to successful
participation in a team setting.

Presentation

Personal appearance is suitable
for task including apparel,
adornments, hygiene, etiquette,
manners and use of language.
Being aware of and showing
appropriate behaviour and
appearance.

Volunteers must wear suitable
clothing for the task and
weather. Their demeanor must
conform with appropriate
behaviour, conduct and
appearance expectations
at the garden.

Adaptability

The ability to react to
anticipated and unanticipated
changes. Being able to take
responsibility, adapt to new
circumstances and adjust
behaviour, attitude or work so
as to positively interact with
others in various situations.

Volunteers must adapt to
circumstances and settings.
These may include seasonal
or inclement weather, the
introduction of new volunteers,
issues and problems arising
in the garden that need to be
addressed or other challenges
related to their volunteer role.

Confidence

Believing in one’s abilities.
Feeling competent. Expressing
one’s point of view. Functioning
in uncertain situations and being
suitably assertive. Taking
reasonable chances.

Any successful volunteer or
community participant benefits
from health self-esteem and
confidence in their abilities.
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Safe Work

Follow health and safety
protocols. Know how to address
or report safety issues.

Workplace safety is an
important part of working in a
community garden and health
and safety guidelines exist to
support a suitable work
environment.

Think and Solve Problems

Assess situations to determine
possible problems or challenges.
Seek different points of views
for solutions. Identify cause of
problems and pursue creative
ways of addressing. Find sources
to problem-solve that are
suitable. Implement solution
and evaluate.

Volunteers must routinely
identify, analyze and create
solutions for a variety of
problems or situations that
occur in the garden. This
involves researching possible
resolutions, monitoring for
improvement and working
with others.

Participation

Plan, design, carry out tasks
from beginning to end.
Set objectives and outcomes.
Work according to policies,
procedures and rules. Select
appropriate tools or equipment
for a job.

Volunteers working in a
community or neighbourhood
garden must work with others,
participate in decision making,
planning and problem solving
and act as part of a team or
community on a regular basis
in many contexts.

The following skills fall under both employability and Literacy & Basic Skills competencies. For the purpose
of this document, these skills will be addressed in the OALCF document and are aligned as follows:

Employability Skills

Literacy & Basic Skills

Communication

Communicate Ideas and Information

Manage Information

Find and Use Information

Use Numbers

Understand and Use Numbers

Continuous Learning

Manage Learning

Teamwork/Work With Others

Engage With Others
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Intersection of Ontario Adult Literacy
Curriculum Framework (OALCF) as Related
to We Grow Food (WGF) Activities
The OALCF is comprised of a variety of components which help Literacy & Basic Skills (LBS) programs
articulate the skills learners are acquiring and demonstrating in a funded LBS program.
A curriculum framework sets out the content of learning within a system, using an established set of
organizing principles. Within the OALCF, the Curriculum Framework uses competencies, broad generic
categories of learners’ abilities, to organize the full range of learning addressed in the Literacy and
Basic Skills (LBS) Program, Ontario’s adult literacy system. The primary purpose of the new Curriculum
Framework is to make visible the skills, knowledge, and behaviours that adult learners need to fulfill
their responsibilities at work, in the community, and within learning situations 7.
Each level has specific learning competencies or outcomes that describe the increasing complexity of
learning development. The following articulates the skills according to the OALCF that volunteers may
develop and demonstrate through work at WGF. Each level indicator is accompanied by a descriptor
or example of the related WGF gardening task.

Competency: A - Find and Use Information
Task Group: A1 Read Continuous Text
Level 1 Indicator
A1.1 Read brief texts to locate
specific details
A1.2 Read texts to locate and
connect ideas and information

Level 2 Indicator
A1.3 Read longer texts to
connect, evaluate and integrate
ideas and information

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Read instructions on plant labels

Read gardening articles in
magazines or newspapers

Read emails related to
volunteer schedule, activities
Read notes from coordinator
Read daily log book entries

Level 3 Indicator

Read brochures about planting
Read books on gardening for
plant care.

Follow instructions in recipes
Read flyer about program

7

Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges & Universities. (2015). Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum Framework.
http://www.tcu.gov.on.ca/eng/eopg/publications/OALCF_Curriculum_Framework_Mar_15.pdf
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Task Group: A2 Interpret Documents
Level 1 Indicator
A2.1 Interpret very simple
documents to locate specific
details.
A2.2 Interpret simple documents
to locate and connect
information.

Level 2 Indicator
A2.3 Interpret somewhat
complex documents to connect,
evaluate and integrate
information.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Find expiry dates on products.

Compare bus route map and city
map to find nearest bus stop.

Read signs in garden.
Interpret WHMIS symbols
on labels.
Verify contact information.

Level 3 Indicator

Interpret project plan to
determine whether adjustments
to schedules, activities need to
be made.

Find information on timetables.
Refer to table of contents
to find page number on
troubleshooting section.
Task Group: A3 Extract Info from Films, Broadcasts and Presentations
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator
Not rated for complexity

WGF Activities:
Watch “how to” videos on gardening.
Watch and makes notes on gardening TV shows.
Listen to gardening podcasts or radio shows.
Attend garden presentation or workshop at local nursery.
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Level 3 Indicator

Competency: B - Communicate Ideas and Information
Task Group: B1 Interact with Others
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

B1.1 Participate in brief
interactions to exchange
information with one person.

B1.2 Initiate and maintain
interactions with one or more
persons to discuss, explain or
exchange information and
opinions.

B1.3 Initiate and maintain
lengthier interactions with one
or more persons on a range
of topics.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Communicate with garden
leaders and volunteers.

Communicate with community
about garden activities.

Relate personal experience
to garden coordinator, leaders,
volunteers.

Communicate ideas with garden
volunteers when planning
garden or working in garden.

Make presentations to
audiences on neighbourhood
gardens.

Describe routine tasks
to another volunteer.

Contribute to training and
assisting other volunteers.

State food preference when
receiving garden vegetables.

Brainstorm solutions to
garden problems.
Explain safety procedures to
another volunteer and answer
questions.
Apply for zoning if digging
a deep garden.
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Participate in a job interview.

Task Group: B2 Write Continuous Text
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

B2.1 Write texts to convey
simple ideas and factual
information.

B2.2 Write texts to explain and
describe ideas and information.

B2.3 Write longer texts to
present information, ideas
and opinions.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Write label signs for seedlings.

Write on garden notice board.

Write brief email asking
coordinator for information.

Write out labels, signs with
instructions for caring for plants.

Contribute to WGF website
or blog.

Write instructions for simple
garden procedure.

Write letter to public official
about garden.
Write an incident report.

Send garden coordinator,
leader text message.
Task Group: B3 Complete and Create Documents
Level 1 Indicator
B3.1b Create very simple
documents to display and
organize a limited amount
of information.
B3.2a Use layout to determine
where to make entries in simple
documents.

Level 2 Indicator
B3.2b Create simple documents
to sort, display and organize
information.

Level 3 Indicator
B3.3b Create more complex
documents to sort, display
and organize information.

B3.3a Decide what, where and
how to enter information on
somewhat complex documents.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Complete volunteer personal
information form.

Complete volunteer
application form.

Complete or create
budget template.

Record schedule in agenda
or calendar.

Complete volunteer surveys.

Create scale drawing for
garden beds or boxes.

Create simple signs for garden.

Draw plans for garden boxes
and beds.

Write to do lists.
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Task Group: B4 Express Oneself Creatively
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

Express oneself creatively, such as by writing journal entries, telling a story and creating art.
WGF Activities:
Talk to plants to encourage growth.
Keep a personal gardening journal to record experiences, feelings and thoughts.
Share a photo album or story of garden on social media.
Take and select photos to post on WGF website or blog.

Competency: C - Understand and Use Numbers
Task Group: C1 Manage Money
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

C1.1 Compare costs and
make simple calculations.

C1.2 Make low-level inferences
to calculate costs and expenses
that may include rates such as
taxes and discounts.

C1.3 Find, integrate and analyze
numerical information to make
multi-step calculations to
compare cost options and
prepare budgets.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Count number of holes in
which to plant seeds.

Calculate cost of garden
products during “buy one,
get one at ½ off” sale.

Prepare and monitor household
or garden budget.

Compare cost of buying two
or more plants at 2 stores.
Keep running total of travel
expenses for the month.
Calculate change from purchase.

Calculate cost savings on
purchase during 15% off sale.
Calculate the unit price of each
garden item sold in a package.

Calculate how many plants
can be purchased for $20.
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Task Group: C2 Manage Time
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

C2.1 Measure time and make
simple comparisons and
calculations.

C2.2 Make low-level inferences
to calculate using time.

C2.3 Find, integrate and
analyze numerical information
to make multi-step calculations
using time.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Use best before dates
to select fresh food.

Calculate cooking times
using a rate.

Create weekly schedule
for several volunteers.

Calculate number of hours
volunteered in a week.

Plan one day by estimating
how long activities will take
and sequence accordingly.

Adjust garden planting schedule
to accommodate delays.

Calculate travel time to
and from garden.

Convert fractions of hours
to decimals in log book.
Convert minutes logged
to decimals on log book.
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Identify and schedule
garden tasks.

Task Group: C3 Use Measures
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

C3.1 Measure and make simple
comparisons and calculations.

C3.2 Use measures to make
one-step calculations.

C3.3 use measures to make
multi-step calculations, use
specialized measuring tools.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Check temperature on
outdoor thermometer.

Adjust quantities to double
or half an amount.

Measure garden boxes or
rows to ensure they will fit
in garden space.

Use plan to calculate square
footage of garden box or bed.

Calculate fertilizer and soil
given garden dimensions
and coverage rates.

Dilute fertilizer using a ratio.
Estimate whether there is
enough produce to carry out
a recipe or distribute to several
people.

Calculate number of produce
items needed when doubling
recipe.
Calculate area of garden that
includes a garden box.
Estimate volume of fertilizer
or soil needed to prepare a
garden bed.
Create scale drawing for
garden bed.
Calculate irregular area of a
garden to determine if plant
beds will fit.
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Task Group: C4 Manage Data
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

C4.1 Make simple comparisons
and calculations.

C4.2 Make low-level inferences
to organize, make summary
calculations and represent data.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Count number of plants in a
flat to verify correct number
was received.

Calculate average age
of seedlings planted.

Compare two packages of
fertilizer to find out which
package contains more product.
Calculate number of pots
needed to plant seedlings.

Level 3 Indicator

Identify sun exposure using
a graph or table.
Estimate how many plants
to order based on last year’s
planting.

Estimate number of packages
of seeds needed to plant garden .

Competency: D - Use Digital Technology
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

D.1 Perform simple digital tasks
according to a set procedure.

D.2 Perform well-defined,
multi-step digital tasks.

D.3 Experiment and problem
solve to perform multi-step
digital tasks.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Use debit or credit machine
to make purchase.

Use garden planning software
to create layout and design of
the garden.

Upload file on WGF blog
or social media account.

Change temperature setting
on digital thermometer.
Use basic word processing
software to write a note.

Send coordinator text message.
Establish wireless connection.
Access WGF social media
accounts and post message.
Send, receive email.
Conduct keyword search
to find website.
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Locate and browse several
websites to explore career
options.

Competency: E - Manage Learning
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

E.1 Set short-term goals,
begin to use limited learning
strategies, and begin to monitor
own learning.

E.2 Set realistic short and
long-term goals, use a limited
number of learning strategies
and, monitor own learning.

WGF Activities:

WGF Activities:

Create to do lists to stay
organized.

Identify skills and strategies can
transfer to different contexts.

Use feedback to improve
volunteer performance.

Identify multiple sources of
information to complete tasks.

Level 3 Indicator

Evaluate own performance
using checklist or rubric.
Identify ways to improve
volunteer performances.

Competency: F - Engage With Others
Level 1 Indicator

Level 2 Indicator

Level 3 Indicator

WGF Activities:
Help new volunteer orientation sessions.
Work with other volunteers and coordinators to maintain garden.
Plants are not growing or have an insect infestation. Resolve the problem as a group.
Recognize areas of agreement and disagreement.
Identify options for resolving disagreements.
Contribute to mutually agreeable resolutions.
Take action to resolve conflict.
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Recommendations/Next Steps
It was anticipated that this project would represent the first step in a longer process of articulating
employability and volunteer micro-skills in an educational context. In order to proceed with this work,
the following recommendations emerged throughout the consultative process.
•

A future iteration of the project would benefit from a substantive and extended ethnographic
approach that would build trust over time. A profile of volunteers and their lived experience would
be beneficial. The next phase should investigate and articulate different volunteer cohorts,
education and employment profiles, skills need, socio-economic circumstances, etc.

•

Identify what one specific employability skills articulation in particular would best be suited for
WGF and neighbourhood gardens. There are several as articulated in this document; would one
work better than others?

•

Develop LBS curriculum approaches in addition to Durham College Cannabis program or other
LBS programs’ Safe Food Handling certificates. A laddered program from LBS that leads to some
post-secondary or direct employment could be developed.

•

Facilitate discussions with LBS agencies to determine more specific learning pathways in the
employment stream. For instance, outline agriculture or food related opportunities in the local
labour market. Promote NOC descriptions of suitable jobs to share with learners and job seekers.

•

Make MLTSD-funded Employment Services aware of project findings and encourage the creation
of job development activities related to gardening, agriculture and food services. This could include
specialized workshops, certificate programs and job search techniques specific to the sector.

•

Monitor badging and micro-credential initiatives across the province and country to determine
best practices, guidelines, opportunities and directions that would inform the future work of this
project. This may require the development of a renaming of the micro credential aspect of this
work if it does not meet the specific needs of marginalized job seekers who cannot access fee
for service education, post-secondary studies or full time employment requirements.
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Annotated Bibliography
AgScape
https://agscape.ca/about
Agscape provides information, tools, resources and supports to Ontario students to increase awareness
of agri-food systems and inspire interest in related careers. Specifically, AgScape:
•
•
•

Deploys creative programming which connects food, farming, and health, expanding the profile
of Ontario’s agri-food sector.
Collaborates with partners to deliver education programming that excites students and teachers,
and encompasses all food production systems in Ontario.
Connect classrooms with agri-food perspectives that increase understanding, encourage critical
thinking, and stimulate dialogue.

Employability Skills Assessment Tool
Futureworx
https://futureworx.ca/employability-skills-assessment-tool/
The Employability Skills Assessment Tool (ESAT) provides a framework and assessment methodology
for the development of social and emotional skills like collaboration, motivation, creativity, attitude,
accountability, time management, stress management, presentation, adaptability, communication and
confidence. License holders can select for from over 40 existing ESAT skills or develop their own skill
descriptions for specific applications. The employability skills determined by Futureworx are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Motivation
Accountability
Attitude
Time Management
Stress Management

Presentation
Teamwork
Adaptability
Confidence

Employability Skills Website
Conference Board of Canada
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/edu/employability-skills.aspx
The Conference Board of Canada has determined skills that contribute to success in the world of work.
Both an employability skills brochure and poster can be downloaded for reference and use. The skills
identified in the materials are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Communicate
Management Information
Use Numbers
Think and Solve Problems
Positive Attitude/Behaviours
Responsibility
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Adaptability
Continuous Learning
Safe Work
Work With Others
Participation

Recognizing Life’s Work: Helping Learners Connect
their Essential Skills from Home to Work
QUILL Learning Network, 2014
http://www.quillnetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/helping_learners.pdf
The Recognizing Life’s Work project set out to provide credibility, validity and recognition to the Essential
Skills that adults develop and strengthen through daily home and life activities... to Recognize Life’s Work.
This was done through several activities carried out over the 18 months of the project and culminated in
the production of this practitioner kit and a complementary training session. As part of the Recognizing
Life’s Work (RLW) project, QUILL Learning Network interviewed over 100 adult learners enrolled in a
variety of different Literacy & Basic Skills (LBS) agencies. Learners were interviewed about the activities
and tasks they participated in during their leisure or non-work time. A preliminary list showed over 20
common activities. This list was eventually narrowed down to 13 most common leisure and home-based
activities. The list was based on looking at frequency of participation, primary responsibility of task and
the need for Essential Skills to successfully participate in the activity/task.

Understanding Essential Skills
Government of Canada
https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/programs/essential-skills/definitions.html
Essential skills include the skills associated with literacy (i.e. reading, writing, document use and numeracy)
but goes beyond to also include thinking skills, oral communication, computer use/digital skills, working with
others and the skills associated with continuous learning. They provide the foundation for learning all other
skills and enable people to better prepare for, get and keep a job, and adapt and succeed at work. A list of
essential skills including details on skills complexity are available through the website.
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Recognizing Life’s Work – Learning Tasks, Curriculum
Gardening
Essential Skills Profile (Adapted from the Ontario Skills Passport Workplan)
Most Important essential skills:
Reading Text
Thinking Skills (Job Task Planning and Organizing)
ES Tasks/Level:
Skill levels are assigned to workplace tasks. Level 1 tasks are the least complex and level 4/5 tasks
are the most complex.
Learning Activity #1 (lowlevel)
Leisure Activity: Gardening
Essential Skill: Reading Text
Lead Statement: Gardening is a hobby that many enjoy for creative, relaxation and landscaping purposes.
Reading and understanding flyers is an important task to understand the types of plants offered, the price
of the plants and to start the beginning stages of planning your garden. It also involves organizing and
critical thinking skills so you can plan out the desired look of your garden.
Learning Activity:
1. Locate the Humber Nurseries 2009 Price List flyer.
2. Have a pen and a piece of paper ready to write down the list of flowers you will require for your
rose garden.
3. Scan the flyer and locate the ‘Guide to Rose Notes’ section of the flyer. Read the descriptions for
the symbols’ meanings.
4. Read through the flyer and choose three types of Hybrid Tea Roses that are members of the Rose
Hall of Fame.
5. Write the names and product codes on your piece of paper to keep track of the flowers you
desire for your garden.
6. Choose 2-3 additional rose bushes that indicate they are a native plant and that they tolerate
part shade.
7. Write the names and product codes on the same piece of paper to complete the list for
your garden.
Essential Skill Level: Level 1
Corresponding Document:
Humber Nurseries 2009 Price List: Roses (also available via www.humbernurseries.com)
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Something to Think About:
Consider taking a trip to a local garden centre (even at a Wal-Mart or Canadian Tire) to make
the learning activity more authentic. Perhaps learners can plant a rose garden or a planter
at the learning centre. You can use local flyers and adapt the learning activity accordingly to suit the
different flyers.
Document to Use with Learning Activity #1 (low level)
If the font on this document makes it too difficult for a low-level learner to read and use, it can be viewed
online at www.humbernurseries.com where it can be viewed and printed as a PDF using Adobe Acrobat
Reader. The size of the document can be increased as needed and printed directly from the CD.
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Steps to the Answer for Learning Activity #1 (low level)
Learning Activity:
Reading garden centre flyers
An example of a Hybrid Tea Rose that is a member of the Rose Hall of Fame is Double Delight, product
code #ROSHTDD. Write this down on your piece of paper, along with 2 additional rose bushes that also
tolerate partial shade.
An example of a rose bush that is a native plant and also tolerates partial shade is Mountain Rose,
product code #ROSWO. Add this plant and product code to your piece of paper with 2 additional plants
that are also native and tolerate partial shade.
Answer:
Acceptable answers for Hybrid Tea Roses that are a member of the Rose Hall of Fame:
Double Delight (#ROSHTDD), Elina (#ROSHTEN), Fragrant Cloud (#ROSTFC), Just Joey (#ROSHTJJ),
Peace, (#ROSHTPE), Pascali (#ROSHTPS).
Acceptable Answers for native plants that tolerate partial shade:
Mountain Rose (#ROSWO), Redleaf Rose (#ROSRU), Virginia Rose (#ROSVI).
Steps to the Answer (one way):
1. Obtain a copy of the Humber Nurseries 2009 Price List flyer.
2. Scan the flyer for the ‘Guide to Rose Notes’ section that provides the reader with the meaning
to the corresponding symbols.
3. Read and recognize the meaning of the words and corresponding symbols in the section
‘Guide to Rose Notes.’
4. Scan the flyer to locate the Hybrid Tea Rose section.
5. Scan the types of flowers and symbols and choose 3 Hybrid Tea Rose bushes that are also a
member of the Rose Hall of Fame. Ensure that the chosen plant has a star symbol beside it.
6. Write the names and the product codes of the flowers on a separate piece of paper.
7. Scan the flyer to locate the ‘Key to Symbols’ box.
8. Read and recognize that the maple leaf symbol indicates that the rose bush is a native plant.
9. Scan the flyer to locate 3 additional rose bushes that are native plants that tolerate partial shade.
The chosen plants will have a half moon symbol and a maple leaf symbol beside the product code.
10.Write the names and the product codes of the flower on a separate piece of paper to complete
your garden list.
11.Present your completed list of 5 to 6 different types of rose bushes with their corresponding
product codes.
Essential Skill: Reading Text
Essential Skill Level: Level 1
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Learning Activity #2 (high level)
Leisure Activity: Gardening
Essential Skill: Thinking Skills (Job Task Planning and Organizing)
Lead Statement: Planning and drafting a new garden takes a lot of organizing and critical thinking skills.
It is important to thoroughly plan the type of garden you want, the best location for it and the suitable
plants that will produce the desired look.
Learning Activity:
1. Read through the provided garden plan for your Nook Garden. Ensure that you have a pencil
and a piece of graph paper to create your own garden plan.
2. On the graph paper, draw the location of your house and other fixed structures such as a driveway,
deck and/or garage as a representation of your yard. Note: 1 square is equal to 1 foot.
3. Using the Nook Garden as your design guide, draw in the desired location of your garden on the
graph paper. Ensure you keep the similar shape and size of the sample to produce the desired look.
4. In your garden, draw the representation of the bench. The bench is 4 feet long and 1.5 feet deep.
5. Review the plant list and mark out in the garden the location of the plants you have chosen for
your Nook garden. Ensure you space the plants appropriately.
6. Present your well-planned and detailed Nook garden design.
Essential Skill Level: Level 2 (3)
Corresponding Document:
Better Homes and Gardens, Nook Garden Plan (also available via http://www.bhg.com) Graph paper
(Some learners may not be familiar with this type of paper. If graph paper is not available, you may use
blank paper and a ruler to make the grid lines.)
Something to Think About:
If feasible, see if there is a plot of land at the learning centre location and have the learners create
a real garden from the plan. If that is not feasible, perhaps one of the learners from the program
has some yard space that they can donate to the project, or you can look into community garden plots.
Seeing the activity come to life will make it even more authentic for learners.
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Document to Use with Learning Activity #2 (high level)
This document is also available for viewing at http://www.bhg.com or it can be found on the CD that was
included with this guide, where it can be viewed as a PDF using Adobe Acrobat Reader, enlarged as needed
and printed.
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Steps to the Answer for Learning Activity #2 (high level)
Learning Activity: Planning and drafting a garden plan
Answer:
Completed draft of individualized garden plan that is similar in shape and design to the provided Nook
Garden sample.
Steps to the Answer (one way):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Scan the garden design sample, reviewing the shape of the garden and the recommended plants.
Obtain a pencil and a piece of graph paper.
Draw the appropriate size of your house and other fixed structures on your property.
Decide on an area where you want your garden.
Draw the outline of the garden on your graph paper.
Draw the bench in your garden. The representation of the bench is a total of 4 squares in length
and 1.5 squares deep.
7. Scan the garden design for the plant list.
8. Decide on the plants you want for your garden.
9. Draw in the location of the plants, leaving adequate space between plants.
10. Present the completed draft of your personalized Nook garden design.
Essential Skill: Thinking Skills (Job Task Planning and Organizing)
Essential Skill Level: Level 2 (3)
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